Module 4 – 31 Gateways – Expanding our boundaries

Session 31

The Pathway of relationship leads to deeper intimacy with God
Flowing from inside out - heaven to our gateways of spirit, soul, body to the world around us
Rivers of living water from the river of life bringing life to water the earth

- All the above leading up to the dark cloud of surrender, to death to self rule and control as the principle of life.
- I became untethered from the earth; and soul and spirit became first separated and then reintegrated.
- Dual realms living became possible as spirit and soul became unified and connected in heaven and earth.

Previous to that my soul and spirit were engaging heaven together daily in a visionary cognitive experience
I was stepping in through the veil and stepping back out
I was visiting heavenly realms but not inhabiting them consistently

My redemptive gift is prophet/teacher = needing to know how things function to be able to explain it to others
This is how God wired me to be self aware and to engage the physical world.
But my soul was getting its identity from my redemptive gift; this was ruling until I surrendered to crucifixion of self.

Gal 2:20 I have been crucified with Christ; and it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me; and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave Himself up for me.

⇒ My soul surrendered and died and is now resurrected and reintegrated with my spirit in right relationship

When I no longer needed to know, God unveiled places in the heavens for me to walk in sonship.
Zech 3:7 “Thus says the Lord of hosts, ‘If you will walk in My ways and if you will perform My service, then you will also govern My house and also have charge of My courts, and I will grant you free access among these who are standing here.

- I was given an orb and a throne in the realm of the Kingdom of Heaven
- I was able to engage Wisdom on her heights
- I was able to access everything at deeper levels of experience and revelation
- I was able to access different levels of heavenly courts
- I was able to go deeper in the holy of holies to step into the 4 faces of God
- I was able to engage eternity within the heart of God (no linear space time continuum)
- I was able to live in dual realms and to learn how to flow heaven to the earth
- I was able to begin to frame my day with the oracles and legislation of heaven

- **Dual realms living became possible**

Daily my soul steps in and out of the heavenly realms but my spirit is dwelling there.

John 3:12 If I told you earthly things [that is, things that happen right here on earth] and you do not believe, how will you believe and trust Me if I tell you heavenly things? 13 No one has gone up into heaven, but there is One who came down from heaven, the Son of Man [Himself—whose home is in heaven].

John 5:19 Therefore Jesus answered and was saying to them, “Truly, truly, I say to you, the Son can do nothing of Himself, unless it is something He sees the Father doing; for whatever the Father does, these things the Son also does in like manner. 20 For the Father loves the Son, and shows Him all things that He Himself is doing; and the Father will show Him greater works than these, so that you will marvel.

**We need to learn**
- how to use our kingdom authority to rule over the circumstances and situations of daily life
- to have greater capacity to outwork the kingdom daily
- Expanding and contracting time
- Translations in time and space

Expanding the kingdom as a gateway of heaven became possible by being joined to the Lord and one spirit with Him.
Ruling by filling the areas or spheres that I am responsible for
Framing life and time for blessing to be fruitful and multiply

My spirit living in the creative light realm
Living in the ‘realm of before’ both in time and authority
Everything needed to fulfil our daily mandates can be prepared and ready to flow from creative to created light realms
Act 17:28 for in Him we live and move and exist,

→ **Resonance of creative and created light, heaven and earth, spirit and soul brings kingdom alignment**
My spirit resonates with God and heaven
My soul resonates with my spirit in agreement
Peace, shalom, unity, united in unison

→ True wholeness is the manifestation of sonship

Our spirits can engage the spiritual realms around us that operate at a higher frequency or wavelength
We can engage them through the eyes of our heart, our imagination
We can engage them with the eyes of our spirit
We can become sensitive to the frequency of the spiritual realms

Tune into the vibrational frequencies of those realms and perceive or sense the activity
Our spirit is light. We can send out a vibrational pulse like a radar or sonar wave into atmosphere to receive an image or impression
We are amplifiers of frequency changes to discern the spiritual realms

There are 3 realms that I commonly engage
- Holy Spirit realm this is what we are most familiar with
- Our personal atmosphere where our angels dwell
- Spiritual atmosphere the angelic and demonic realm around us

Holy Spirit realm is where the Holy Spirit knows what is going on around us
We tune in to receive words of knowledge and wisdom, prophetic words, pictures and visions given a gift for healing or miracles as He wills
Many books are written about spiritual gifts

Personal atmosphere is what is flowing though you, the vibrations you are radiating – love, joy and peace this attracts the angelic realm
Your own personal angels interact with you in this atmosphere
Warning: a negative atmosphere attracts negative spirits

Spiritual realm is occupied with the angelic
Gen 28:12 He had a dream, and behold, a ladder was set on the earth with its top reaching to heaven; and behold, the angels of God were ascending and descending on it. 13 And behold, the Lord stood above it and said, “I am the Lord,

John 1:51 “Truly, truly, I say to you, you will see the heavens opened and the angels of God ascending and descending on the Son of Man.”
Jesus lived under this open heaven with angelic involvement around His life
Jesus is the pattern or model for us

**In the wilderness**
Matt 4:11 Then the devil left Him; and behold, angels came and began to minister to Him.

**In the garden of Gethsemane**

Matt 26:53 Or do you think that I cannot appeal to My Father, and He will at once put at My disposal more than twelve legions of angels?
When the angelic realm recognises that God is on the throne of our lives the angelic canopy comes around our lives

The corporate angelic realm is open when we gather
Church angels, 4 angels of transformation and transition, healing pool angel
Chayoth angels are also in the form of fiery swords, whirlwinds, pillars, golden ladders, fiery chariots, fiery horses.

We need to fill those spiritual realms not just engage them
1 Cor 6:17 But the one who joins himself to the Lord is one spirit with Him.
Flow from the inside begins as we live in oneness with God, heaven and ourselves

When I come into agreement with the Bench of 3 Father, Son and Spirit in me I myself make a 4th which opens a doorway
This door, gate or portal is for heaven to flow through me
The manifestation of the government of the 4 faces of God for heaven to manifest into the earth
The kingdom of God needs to flow through me and around my life as rivers of living water
The river of life needs to flow so it can bring life through us to touch the world around us
Peter’s shadow healing people is an example of this

- I first engage in relationship in first love baptised into the Father, Son and Spirit
- I drink living water from the wells of salvation - John 4
- I yoke myself to Jesus to be discipled
- I surrender the seat of rest and government, the throne of my spirit to the Father so He can father me.
- I daily come into agreement with Father, Son and Holy Spirit as the Bench of 3 in me.
  My agreement is 3+1 = 4
- I become a gateway for the kingdom to increase in me, through me and around me.
  1 Cor 6:17 I am now joined to the Lord and one spirit with Him
- I yield and open all the gateways of my spirit, soul and body to heaven’s flow
- I expand my spirit in oneness with the Holy Spirit
- My spirit expands around my soul and body to create an atmosphere of the kingdom around me

Isa 54:2 “Enlarge the place of your tent; Stretch out the curtains of your dwellings, spare not; Lengthen your cords And strengthen your pegs. 3 “For you will spread abroad to the right and to the left.

Isa 9:7 There will be no end to the increase of His government or of peace, On the throne of David and over his kingdom, To establish it and to uphold it with justice and righteousness From then on and forevermore.

Act 1:8 but you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you shall be My witnesses both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and even to the remotest part of the earth.”

Dan 2:35 But the stone that struck the statue became a great mountain and filled the whole earth.
Expanding the kingdom so that the earth will be filled with glory
Answering creations groan for freedom

Gen 1:28 God blessed them; and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it; and rule
You have the capacity to fill those spheres with that which flows from the fountain of living water that you drink
It creates a trickle so you can be fruitful as a house of God.

I extend and expand my spirit outwards to create that atmosphere
I extend it around my 7 mountain spheres and my corporate bench spheres of influence
Home, Family, Ekklesia, Area, Region, FAR spheres
I am preparing the space to fruit to multiply and to be filled
I must not become a dead sea where a river flow in but has nowhere to go
I am expanding my boundaries around my increasing spheres of influence
These are the spheres of my destiny

- I am preparing the spheres around me so that what I establish in the heavenly realms can flow through me
- I want the river of Life to go from a trickle to a stream to a river to a torrent

  • Engage the spirit realms around us with our spirit joined to the Lord
  • We do not have to be affected by the atmosphere of the earth and its associated culture
  • We can rule our circumstances if we fill them and subdue
  • We need to see that sphere expand and increase to cover all our heavenly mountain spheres and corporate bench spheres of authority.
  • To fill all your spheres you will need to be the gateway of heaven's flow

The river of life becoming an ankle deep stream to fill Jerusalem around you.
That river must increase and be knee deep to fill Judea waste deep to fill Samaria but out of our depths to fill the ends of the earth.

Ezekiel 47:1 Then he brought me back to the door of the house; and behold, water was trickling from under the threshold 3 … he measured a thousand cubits, and he led me through the water, water reaching the ankles. 4 Again he measured a thousand and led me through the water, water reaching the knees. Again he measured a thousand and led me through the water, water reaching the loins

Ezekiel 47:5 Again he measured a thousand; and it was a river that I could not ford, for the water had risen, enough water to swim in, a river that could not be forded… behold, on the bank of the river there were very many trees on the one side and on the other

Ezekiel 47:7-9, 12
Then he said to me, "These waters go out toward the eastern region… being made to flow into the sea, and the waters of the sea become fresh. It will come about that every living creature which swarms in every place where the river goes, will live.

Zech 9:10 .. And He will speak peace to the nations; And His dominion will be from sea to sea, And from the River to the ends of the earth.
Gen 2:10 Now a river flowed out of Eden to water the garden; and from there it divided and became four rivers.
River is increasing and expanding the kingdom

Isa 41:18 “I will open rivers on the bare heights And springs in the midst of the valleys; I will make the wilderness a pool of water And the dry land fountains of water.
Isa 43:19 “Behold, I will do something new, Now it will spring forth; Will you not be aware of it? I will even make a roadway in the wilderness, Rivers in the desert.

Eph 2:6 The flow of that river is created from your throne your heavenly position of authority where you are seated with Christ
- That throne is on your mountain to release the spiritual blessings, Eph 1:3, available to you in the heavenly realms.
- You will fill your expanded boundaries with the life that you frame and create in the heavenly realms.
- You release it with your words, declarations, decrees and with what you call into being or create.
- You can assign the angelic realm into your spheres.
- You have your individual mountain spheres and corporate spheres that you are on benches for.
- You need your personal spheres functioning to have true corporate authority.
- We need to live beyond the veil so that everything is under our feet.

Isa 9:6 For a child will be born to us, a son will be given to us; and the government will rest on His shoulders; and His name will be called Wonderful Counsellor, Mighty God, Eternal Father, Prince of Peace. He is our head and He places His governmental authority on the shoulders of His body individuality and corporately.

Fruit and gifts of the spirit interact with our overlapping spheres of government.
- All the functions and senses of our gateways spirit, soul and body engaging and operating in unity and unison.
- We are a spirit being functioning as a living being; maturing into a godlike being conformed to our eternal image of sonship.

Our spheres operate in relation to our specific mandates.
- Area and region mandate to establish government for Ekklesia and embassies of heaven.
- I don’t have authority for everything.
- Others will have different responsibilities within the same spheres.

- None of this fully functions unless we are enthroned in heavenly realms establishing the “as it is in heaven” first.
- True worship is the outworking of our destiny through our daily mandates revealed in the heavenly realms.
- We are living sacrifices, the desires of our hearts aligned and resonating with God’s heart.
We can radiate energy, frequency, light vibrations of love, joy and peace, healing etc. Manifesting sonship, the glory of the sons of God
We must establish the boundaries of our spheres

Joshua 24:25 So Joshua made a covenant with the people that day, and made for them a statute and an ordinance in Shechem.

- Joshua was establishing government for the Joshua nation
- Covenant with statutes and ordinances

Joshua 24:26 And Joshua wrote these words in the book of the law of God; and he took a large stone and set it up there under the oak that was by the sanctuary of the Lord. 27 Joshua said to all the people, “Behold, this stone shall be for a witness against us, for it has heard all the words of the Lord which He spoke to us;

→ We set the boundary stones as we speak declarations establish the boundaries of our spheres for protection, occupation and colonisation. Individual and corporate aspects work together in the Ekklesia and embassies of heaven.

Engaging our spirit in the spiritual atmosphere of our spheres tuning in to become aware of disturbances in the force. Seeking for mandates and flowing through the gateways to establish kingdom rule.

Rom 8:16 The Spirit Himself testifies with our spirit that we are children of God, 17 and if children, heirs also, heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ, if indeed we suffer with Him so that we may also be glorified with Him. 19 For the anxious longing of the creation waits eagerly for the revealing of the sons of God.

Rom 8:20 For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, but because of Him who subjected it, in hope 21 that the creation itself also will be set free from its slavery to corruption into the freedom of the glory of the children of God.

→ This is the pathway of relationship that enables us to be manifested as sons who will walk in heavenly responsibility